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(Common with MBA dual degreel l.B./H&HCM)TIME:3 HOURS 
M.MARKS: 50Note: candidates are required.to-attempt five questions in arl, serectingtwo questions from each 

-Group 
I and_Il, .u"h qu.rtlnn in Group I and II carries7'5 marks. Q.9 of Group III is .ompurso ry andcarries 20 marks. \

Group I

aJ \Mhat is meant by primary and secondrry sources of data? State the
difference between primary and secondary sources of data.
Describe the merits and demerits of secondary sources of data.
Explain the term statisrical data and its rabuiation.

bJ lvhat are the main requirements oi a sampre of a pcpuration?
Describe the different types of samples for research. Describe
the main criterion to decide the size of a sampre for a statisticar
test.

(4,3.5)

Q2

aJ what is descriptive and experimentar research? what are the
R'pes of descripti'e research design? \t/hat is the goar ofdescriptive research?

b)

what is meant b1z Research Methodo rogt? Exprain itsobjectives, and scope in Management Research. describe thesarient considerations in the process of Research;

(4,3.5)

Q3

lvhat are measurement and scaring techniques? what are the types ofcomparative scaling? Exprain the forowing scaring tu.r,niqrJs'withtheir merits and demeriti.
aJ Likert Scaling

bJ Semantic Differential Scaling
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Q4
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a) Exprain Normal distribution. , Differentiate it from standard
Normar distribution. what is the area under the standard
Normal distribution curve between z values _ oo and 0?

b) The average number of trucks arriving on a day at a truck depot is
knornrn to be 12. r,hat is the probability that on a given day one
truck arrives at this depot?

(Given e-12 - 0.000006)

c) 3 fair coins are tossed 3 times, Find the theoreticar probability
of getting exactly zero heads.

(2.5,2.5,2.5)

Q5 
GrouP II

Explain chi-square test for testing independence of attributes.
In a famil-tz surve.tz about smoking habits of men in four localities A, B,
C and D in Delhi, the following results were found.

Habits Number of

men in

IocaliryA

Number of

men in

Iocality B

Number of

men in

locality C

Number of

men in

locality D

Non smoking

Discuss at Lvo and 5o/o Iever of significance whether
significant difference in smoking habits between
Iocalities. Use the table below for your decision.21\tlrrrt

there is any

the different
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Explain the features of t Test.

The following data relates to weights of 1_0 persons before joining a
health club and after 9 months from joining it. Test whether there is a
significant change in the weights after 6 months from joining the
club.

(2.5, 5)
Q7

aJ what is a statisticar package? Describe spss and its uses. what
does SPSS stand for? Iilustrate the apprication of SpSS with the
help of an example.

bJ Explain ANOVA and its application. Explain the difference of the
Two way ANovA and one-way ANovA? when wourd you use
a One-Way ANOVA?

Degrees of
freedom

V

Upper-tail critical ur,u
with v degrees of freedom

Probability Iess than the critical value
0.90 0.95 0.975 o.ss o.ssg
6.251 7.815 9.3

7.779 9.488 11.14

(2.5,5J

Given that: (At 1,0/o revel of significance, tg = 3.25, tro = 3.i-6)

Participant No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10
Weight before

joining club in Kg.

65 62 65

62

64 62 60 62 6B 60 64

Weight after

6 months in Kg.

59 60 55 56 60 60 65 59 60

>4\llvrr- (4,3.5)
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QB ,-q -
what are a Research Report and its ,format? How do you write apreliminary page for a Research Report? Describe the main erementsof report writing. Describe the graphical methods of data
presentation in a Research Report

Describe the mechanics of writing Research Report.

(7.s)

Q9 
GrouP IIi

aJ what are the concepts of hypothesis testing? what is meant byconfidence Interval? Desciibe the steps involved in testing agiven hypothesis with examples stating the Type I and Type IIerrors.

b) Describe the rolr of probabirity and its various distributions inbusiness and planning. Give ihe various important steps andstages while serecting a particurar probability distribution for agiven business system.

cJ Explain coefficient of variation and standard deviation of astatistic variabre in research experiment. Folrowing
observations for the age of B workers of an organisation were
recorded. Find the coefficient of Variation and standard
deviation of the age of the workers.

d) Explain mean median
tendency. Find the mean
research data.

and mode as a measure of central
median and mode of the following six

L2, 1,5, 1,2, 13, 1,4 and 1,2

2-4 ttlryl,

Isx4)

t

Worker
No.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B

Age in
Years

35 4L" 37 46 36 47 50 44
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